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A B S T R A C T 

We derive linearly polarized astrophysical component maps in the Northern Sky from the QUIJOTE-MFI data at 11 and 13 GHz 
in combination with the Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy Probe K and Ka bands (23 and 33 GHz) and all Planck polarized 

channels (30–353 GHz), using the parametric component separation method B-SeCRET . The addition of QUIJOTE-MFI data 
significantly impro v es the parameter estimation of the low-frequency foregrounds, especially the estimation of the synchrotron 

spectral index, βs . We present the first detailed βs map of the Northern Celestial Hemisphere at a smoothing scale of 2 

◦. We 
find statistically significant spatial variability across the sky. We obtain an average value of −3.08 and a dispersion of 0.13, 
considering only pixels with reliable goodness of fit. The power-law model of the synchrotron emission provides a good fit to 

the data outside the Galactic plane but fails to track the complexity within this region. Moreover, when we assume a synchrotron 

model with uniform curvature, c s , we find a value of c s = −0.0797 ± 0.0012. However, there is insufficient statistical significance 
to determine which model is fa v oured, either the power law or the power law with uniform curvature. Furthermore, we estimate 
the thermal dust spectral parameters in polarization. Our cosmic microwave background, synchrotron, and thermal dust maps are 
highly correlated with the corresponding products of the PR4 Planck release, although some large-scale differences are observed 

in the synchrotron emission. Finally, we find that the βs estimation in the high signal-to-noise synchrotron emission areas is 
prior-independent, while, outside these regions, the prior governs the βs estimation. 

K ey words: cosmology: observ ations – methods: data analysis – polarization – cosmic microwave background. 
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 I N T RO D U C T I O N  

urrently, most of the efforts of the cosmic microwave background
CMB) community are devoted to the search for primordial B modes.
hese predicted B modes at large scales can only be produced
y tensor modes, and their detection would constitute compelling
vidence of an inflationary phase. The intensity of this primordial
ignal is determined by the tensor-to-scalar ratio r , the relative
mplitude between the tensor and scalar modes at a given pivot
cale. The current best upper bound on the tensor-to-scalar ratio
s r < 0.032 at 95 per cent CL, set by the combination of Planck ,
ICEP2/KeckArray, and baryon-acoustic-oscillation data (Tristram
t al. 2022 ). 

The weakness of the primordial B modes makes its detection
 tremendous experimental challenge, requiring high-sensitivity
xperiments as well as an exquisite control of systematics. Indeed, a
arge effort is currently on-going with the aim to detect, or at least to
 E-mail: delahoz@ifca.unican.es 
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Published by Oxford University Press on behalf of Royal Astronomical Socie
Commons Attribution License ( https://cr eativecommons.or g/licenses/by/4.0/), whi
onstrain, r with a sensitivity σ r ( r = 0) ≤ 10 −3 . This includes many
lanned ground-based experiments, e.g. GroundBIRD (Lee et al.
020 ), LSPE-Strip (Lamagna et al. 2020 ), CMB-S4 (Abazajian et al.
016 ), Simons Observatory (Ade et al. 2019 ), and BICEP array (Hui
t al. 2018 ), as well as satellite missions [e.g. LiteBIRD (LiteBIRD
ollaboration et al. 2022 ) and PICO (Hanany et al. 2019 )]. 
The detectability of the primordial B modes could be impro v ed by

emoving the secondary B-mode component induced by weak grav-
tational lensing. Several delensing procedures have been proposed
n the literature (Planck Collaboration 2016b ; Millea, Anderes &

andelt 2019 ) and have been applied to data from current CMB ex-
eriments (Planck Collaboration 2016b ; Carron, Lewis & Challinor
017 ; BICEP/Keck Collaboration 2021 ), and in forecasts of future
MB e xperiments (Die go-P alazuelos et al. 2020 ; Namika wa et al.
022 ). 
It is necessary to disentangle the CMB polarization signal from

hose coming from other microwave emissions, such as Galactic
ynchrotron, thermal dust, and extragalactic point sources. Thus,
he problem of component separation is a crucial step in order to
etect the primordial B mode of CMB polarization. This process
© The Author(s) 2023. 
ty. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative 
ch permits unrestricted reuse, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, 

provided the original work is properly cited. 
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enefits from the characterization of foreground emissions, using 
omplementary frequency ranges that provide unique information 
bout the contaminants. 

The main diffuse polarized contaminants are the synchrotron 
mission (at low frequencies) and the thermal dust emission (at high 
requencies). The best characterization of these diffuse foregrounds 
as been done by Planck (Planck Collaboration IV 2020d ), using a
ata set co v ering frequencies from 30 to 353 GHz. This frequency
ange limited strongly the estimation of the synchrotron spectral 
arameters. In Planck Collaboration IV ( 2020d ), it is shown that,
ith Planck data only, one cannot test the spatial variability of the

ynchrotron spectral index due to limited sensitivity and frequency 
o v erage. The data only allows a measurement of a global spectral
ndex of βs = −3.1 ± 0.1. The synchrotron spectral index has also 
een estimated using other data sets (e.g. Fuskeland et al. 2014 ;
rachmalnicoff et al. 2018 ; Fuskeland et al. 2021 ). 
The Q-U-I JOint Tenerife Experiment (QUIJOTE; Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın 

t al. 2010 ) is a polarimetric ground-based CMB experiment whose 
ain scientific goal is the characterization of the polarization of the 
MB and other Galactic and extragalactic physical processes in the 

requency range of 10–40 GHz and at large angular scales ( � 1 ◦). The
xperiment is located at the Teide Observatory (at ∼2400 m above 
ea level) in Tenerife. It is composed of two telescopes equipped 
ith three instruments: the Multi-Frequency Instrument (MFI), the 
hirty-GHz Instrument (TGI), and the Forty-GHz Instrument (FGI), 
perating at 10–20, 26–36, and 39–49 GHz, respectively. 
The MFI instrument has been operating from 2012 No v ember 

o 2018 October. It conducted two different surv e ys: (i) a shallow
alactic surv e y (called ‘wide surv e y’) co v ering all the visible sk y

rom Tenerife at ele v ations larger than 30 ◦, and (ii) a deep cosmolog-
cal surv e y co v ering approximately 3000 de g 2 in three separated sk y
atches in the northern sky. In this work we use the QUIJOTE-MFI
ide surv e y maps. This surv e y pro vides an av erage sensitivity in
olarization of ∼35–40 μK per 1-deg beam in four bands centred 
round 11, 13, 17, and 19 GHz (Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2022 ). Those
requencies are crucial to achieving a better characterization of the 
ow-frequenc y fore grounds. In intensity, this additional information 
elps breaking degeneracies between the synchrotron, free–free, and 
nomalous microwave emissions (AMEs) while, in polarization, the 
UIJOTE-MFI channels are key to characterize the synchrotron 

pectral dependence. 
In this work, we perform a component separation analysis to obtain 
ore information about the polarized sky using the QUIJOTE-MFI 

ata 1 (Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2022 ) in combination with the publicly
 vailable Planc k (Planck Collaboration I 2020a ; Planck Collabora- 
ion LVII 2020f ) and Nine-Year Wilkinson Microwave Anisotropy 
robe (WMAP; Bennett et al. 2013 ) data. To perform component 
eparation analysis, we use B-SeCRET (Bayesian-Separation of 
omponents and Residual Estimation Tool), a parametric maximum- 

ikelihood method described in de la Hoz et al. ( 2020 ). 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 , we provide

etails of the main components in the polarized microwave sky 
nd the corresponding parametric models used to characterize them. 
ection 3 describes briefly the B-SeCRET method. The data used in 

he analysis are presented in Section 4 . Then, the main component
eparation results obtained are shown in Section 5 . Finally, the main
onclusions from the analysis are given in Section 6 . In Appendix A ,
e provide maps of the synchrotron spectral index obtained from 

ndependent fits in linear Stokes parameters Q and U . Appendix B
 This is one of the papers which are part of the MFI wide surv e y data release. 

s
H
i  
ompares the variations on the synchrotron spectral index due to 
otations of the polarized angle with Faraday rotation. 

 T H E  M I C ROWAV E  SKY  M O D E L  

he polarized microwave sky is composed primarily of photons 
rom the CMB, synchrotron, and thermal dust. As stated before, 
he synchrotron emission dominates at low-frequencies while the 
hermal dust is the principal component at higher frequencies. The 
ontribution from other components, discussed in Section 2.5 , is ex-
ected to be insignificant and not taken into account. Apart from these
stronomical signals, the measured sky signal maps have another 
ontribution from the instrumental noise. The characteristics of this 
oise depend on the specifications of the experiment. Furthermore, 
ontaminants such as the atmosphere and artificial signals from 

atellites also contribute to the microwav e sk y, see Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın
t al. ( 2022 ) for more details. Thus, the measured polarized sky signal
or a given ν channel can be expressed as the following sum: 

Q 

U 

)
ν

= 

(
Q cmb 

U cmb 

)
ν

+ 

(
Q s 

U s 

)
ν

+ 

(
Q d 

U d 

)
ν

+ 

(
Q n 

U n 

)
ν

, (1) 

here X cmb , X s , and X d are the CMB, synchrotron, and thermal
ust signals, respectively, and X n is the instrumental noise ( X ∈ { Q ,
 } ). In the subsequent subsections, we describe the main physical

omponents that encompass the sky signal as well as some effects
hat alter this signal. Moreo v er, we present the parametric models
hat we use in the component separation analysis for each polarized
stronomical component. 

.1 Synchr otr on 

he synchrotron emission arises from relativistic particles (cosmic 
ays) passing through the Galactic magnetic field. Its emissivity 
epends both on the magnetic field strength and energy distribution 
f the relativistic particles (generally electrons). These quantities are 
ot uniform in the Galactic disc. For instance, the free electrons
re more predominant in compact regions as supernovae remnants. 
n the other hand, the magnetic field is amplified in some compact

egions and can have different strength and direction across the sky. 
The synchrotron spectral energy distribution (SED) is generally 

escribed as a power law (Rybicki & Lightman 2008 ): 

Q s 

U s 

)
ν

= 

(
A 

Q 

s 

A 

U 
s 

)(
ν

νs 

)βs 

, (2) 

here A s is the amplitude in brightness temperature at the pivot
requency νs = 30 GHz and βs is the spectral index which is assumed
o be equal for both Q and U Stokes parameters. 

Previous works dedicated to the estimation of the spectral index, 
ound values around βs � −3.1 (Planck Collaboration IV 2020d ). 
o we v er, the spectral inde x is e xpected to vary spatially due to its de-
endence on the energy distribution of the cosmic rays N ( E ). Studies
uch as Fuskeland et al. ( 2014 ), Vidal et al. ( 2015 ), Krachmalnicoff
t al. ( 2018 ), Martire, Barreiro & Mart ́ınez-Gonz ́alez ( 2022 ), and
eiland et al. ( 2022 ) indicate that different polarized regions present

ifferent spectral indices. Here, we conduct a more detailed analysis 
f the βs spatial variations in the Northern Hemisphere by performing 
 pix el-by-pix el component separation analysis using the QUIJOTE 

FI polarized maps. 
The S-PASS surv e y (Carretti et al. 2019 ) has pro vided the most

ensitive reconstruction of the βs variations of the South Celestial 
emisphere (Krachmalnicoff et al. 2018 ). They found large variabil- 

ty o v er the sk y, and a mean value of −3.22 ± 0.08. Those results
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
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ere further confirmed in the analysis of Fuskeland et al. ( 2021 ) that
stimated the spectral index taking into account the Faraday Rotation
ffect. They also studied the Galactic plane and found compatible
esults to those where only WMAP data were used, finding a flatter
ndex in the Galactic plane than at high Galactic latitudes. 

We have also considered an extension of equation ( 2 ), where we
nclude a possible curvature in the synchrotron’s SED: 

Q s 

U s 

)
ν

= 

(
A 

Q 

s 

A 

U 
s 

)
ν

(
ν

νs 

)βs + c s log 
(

ν
νs 

)

, (3) 

here c s is the parameter that represents the curvature. This extension
s worth studying since a curved spectrum can account for steepening
r flattening of the SED due to different effects, e.g. cosmic ray aging
ffect or multiple synchrotron components along the line of sight.
his model could also account for the presence of polarized AME. 

.2 Thermal dust 

he thermal dust radiation comes from dust grains present in the
nterstellar medium. Those grains absorb ultraviolet light and re-emit
s a grey body. In general, these dust grains are not perfectly spherical
nd typically have their minor axis aligned with the direction of
he local magnetic field. This effect yields polarized thermal dust
mission. The SED of this radiation is often described as a modified
lackbody with emissivity index βd and dust temperature T d : 

Q d 

U d 

)
ν

= 

(
A 

Q 

d 

A 

U 
d 

)(
ν

νd 

)βd + 1 e γ νd − 1 

e γ ν − 1 
, (4) 

here A d is the amplitude of the dust in brightness temperature
 v aluated at the pivot frequency νd = 143 GHz and γ = 

h 
k B T d 

. 2 The
mplitude is well characterized by the higher frequency channels,
here the other components are clearly subdominant. The current

emperature map of the dust grains ( T d ) is obtained from temperature
nalysis and has values mostly between 14 and 26 K. The polarized
ust emissi vity e v aluated with Planck data is βd = 1.55 ± 0.05
Planck Collaboration IV 2020d ). 

Several works support the idea that a single component dust model
s too simplistic and more components might be required to fully
haracterize this emission (e.g. McBride, Bull & Hensley 2022 ;
itacco et al. 2022 ). None the less, since this paper is focused on

he low frequency foregrounds, we keep the model used in Planck
ollaboration VI ( 2020d ) which seems to provide a good description
t the Planck polarized frequencies (30 GHz <ν < 353 GHz). 

.3 CMB 

he CMB radiation has a thermal blackbody spectrum with a
emperature of T o = 2.7255 ± 0.0006 K (Fixsen 2009 ). CMB photons
re linearly polarized due to the Thomson scattering experienced
ith the hot electron gas at the last scattering surf ace. Unlik e

n intensity, where the CMB can be the dominant contribution at
ntermediate frequencies (70–150 GHz) and high Galactic latitudes,
n polarization, the foreground contribution cannot be o v erlooked.
hus, in order to detect the primordial B -mode, experiments with
 ery high sensitivity, e xquisite control of systematics and a careful
emoval of foregrounds are mandatory. 

The CMB signal at each pixel is given by its amplitude A cmb ,
hich is the only free parameter for this component. Since the rest
NRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 

 h and k B are Planck and Boltzmann constants, respectively. 

b  

4  

t

f the components are given in brightness temperature, we convert
he thermodynamic temperature of the CMB to the same units: 

Q cmb 

U cmb 

)
ν

= 

(
A 

Q 

cmb 

A 

U 
cmb 

)
x 2 e x 

(e x − 1) 2 
, (5) 

here x = 

hν
k B T o 

. 

.4 Faraday rotation 

nother issue intrinsic to the polarization signal is the Faraday
otation effect, i.e. the rotation of the plane of polarization that
ccurs when light passes through the interstellar medium in the
resence of a magnetic field. The magnitude of this effect scales
ith the square of the wavelength; hence, its repercussions are more

ignificant at low frequencies. To properly account for this effect we
equire a broad knowledge of the Galactic magnetic field as well as
he interstellar medium, in order to recognize the regions where the
ffect is more significant. Moreo v er, since the instrumental beam has
 finite size, the measured signal is an average of the emission from
arious directions within the beam with slightly different rotation
ngles. This results in a ‘beam depolarization’ of the signal. 

Hutschenreuter et al. ( 2022 ) show that the possible Faraday
otation effects at the QUIJOTE-MFI frequencies (10–20 GHz)
re very small in most of the sky, and particularly at high Galactic
atitudes. Thus, in this work we have not considered any Faraday
otation ef fect. Ne vertheless, in Appendix B we study variations on

he synchrotron spectral index due to rotations of the polarized angle
nd compare it to Faraday Rotation models such as the one proposed
n Hutschenreuter et al. ( 2022 ). 

.5 Other contributions 

t is well known that there are other foreground components whose
missions are important for intensity analyses. In particular, at low
requencies, one needs to consider two additional Galactic emission
omponents: the bremsstrahlung radiation generated from electron-
on scattering in interstellar plasma (free–free), and AME, whose
hysical origin still is not fully clear. At high frequencies, in addition
o thermal dust, we find an isotropic extragalactic emission called the
osmic infrared background (CIB), coming from different sources,
.g. dusty star-forming g alaxies, quasars, interg alactic stars, and
ntercluster dust in the Local group. We also have other contributions
uch as CO line emission or Sun yaev–Zeldo vich effect (SZ) from
lusters of galaxies (Sunyaev & Zeldovich 1972 ) that should be taken
nto account in intensity analyses (Planck Collaboration 2016a ). In
ddition, emission from extragalactic point sources, both at radio
nd infrared frequencies is an important contaminant at small scales.
n polarization the problem is simplified since several of these
missions (free–free, CIB, SZ) are not expected to be polarized (at
east significantly); therefore, we do not consider them. 

The polarization of the AME is still under study because its
ature is still uncertain (Dickinson et al. 2018 ). Sev eral models hav e
een proposed such as spinning dust particles (Ali-Ha ̈ımoud 2013 ),
agnetic dipole emission (Draine & Lazarian 1999 ), or more recently

he proposal of spinning nano-diamonds (Greaves et al. 2018 ). The
redicted polarization fraction of the AME emission for most of these
odels is below 5 per cent. From the data analysis point of view, no

vidence of polarization has been found in compact region studies
the most stringent constraints on the polarization fraction, � , have
een provided by G ́enova-Santos et al. ( 2017 ), � < 0 . 22 per cent at
1 GHz]. Due to this lack of evidence, we do not take into account
he AME component in this work. 
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Figure 1. QUIJOTE observed sky after removing the geostationary satellite 
band and the region around the north celestial pole, which is affected by high 
atmospheric air-mass [ f sky = 51 per cent, Galactic coordinates centred on 
(0,0)]. 
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3 N ( x, σ ) represents a normal distribution with mean x and variance σ 2 . 
4 The other bands were not included since they have a much lower synchrotron 
signal-to-noise ratio and do not contribute to the determination of the 
synchrotron characteristics. 
5 We used the Planck maps corrected from bandpass leakage. 
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On the other hand, point sources present some degree of po- 
arization, which is in general small (a few per cent). However, at
he resolutions considered in this work, they are subdominant with 
espect to Galactic foregrounds. Thus, we do not include them in 
ur analysis. We note ho we ver that in the data, a few polarized point
ources are present that are not taken into account in the component
eparation analysis (see Herranz et al. 2022 ). 

 C O M P O N E N T  SEPARATION  M E T H O D O L O G Y  

n this work, we apply the parametric component separation method 
-SeCRET to extract the polarized astrophysical signals. Parametric 
ethods are very powerful since they provide physical information 

f each sky component. Ho we ver, they require a profound theoret-
cal understanding of the nature of the foregrounds and accurate 
nowledge of the experiment’s characteristics to a v oid biases in the
nalysis. 

Below, in Section 3.1 , we outline the component separation 
echnique applied in this work. Then, in Section 3.2 , we describe
he prior information that is used in the Bayesian analyses. 

.1 Bayesian analyses 

he B-SeCRET methodology is a parametric pixel-based maximum- 
ikelihood method, which relies on an Af fine-Inv ariant Markov Chain 

onte Carlo Ensemble sampler to draw samples from a posterior 
istribution (F oreman-Macke y et al. 2013 ). This methodology has 
lready been applied in previous studies (e.g. de la Hoz et al. 2020 ,
022 ). 
B-SeCRET applies Bayesian inference to determine the best- 

tting model parameters given some prior information. In Bayesian 
tatistics, the probability of the set of model parameters θp given the 
ignal data d p at the pixel p is proportional to the probability of the
 p given θp times the probability of θp , i.e. 

( θp | d p ) ∝ P( d p | θp ) P( θp ) . (6) 

( θp ) is commonly known as the prior information, whereas 
( d p | θp ) is usually referred to as the likelihood. Assuming Gaussian

oise, the likelihood of the data can be expressed as 

( d p | θp ) = 

exp 

(
−1 

2 

(
d p − S p 

)T 
C 

−1 
(

d p − S p 
))

√ 

(2 π) N det ( C ) 
, (7) 

here C is the noise covariance matrix, N is the number of elements
n the d p array, and S p is the parametric model considered, which 
as been described in detail in Section 2 . 

To draw samples from the posterior probability, we use the PYTHON 

mplementation EMCEE (F oreman-Macke y et al. 2013 ) of an affine-
nvariant ensemble sampler for Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC; 
oodman & Weare 2010 ). In each pixel, the best-fitting parameters 

nd their uncertainties are obtained as the median and the standard 
eviation of their respective marginalized posterior probability. 

.2 Priors 

n this work, we benefit from prior information about astrophysical 
oregrounds to help with convergence and computational time 
eduction. F or e xample, the synchrotron spectral index is known to
e around −3.1, although experiments such as S-PASS found a more 
e gativ e value. Here, we use the estimated value obtained with Planck 
olarization data by the SMICA method, βs = −3.1 ± 0.06 (Planck 
ollaboration IV 2020d ) and use a broad Gaussian distribution 
 ( −3 . 1 , 0 . 3) 3 as a prior on βs . When we include a curvature in

he synchrotron model we apply a Gaussian prior N (0 , 0 . 1) on
 s . Moreo v er, we apply Gaussian priors N (1 . 55 , 0 . 1) and N (21 , 3)
n both βd and T d , respectively . Finally , flat priors are used in the
haracterization of the amplitude parameters. 

 DATA  

he aim of this work is to obtain a better characterization of the low-
requenc y fore grounds by including the newly released QUIJOTE- 

FI maps in component separation analyses. In this section, we 
ummarize the basic details of these maps as well as those from
he other experiments used in the analysis, i.e. the K and K a bands
rom WMAP and Planck ’s third and fourth public releases (PR3 and
R4, respectively). We also discuss some technical issues related 

o the instruments such as the estimated noise, RFI, and the colour
orrections. 

.1 Data sets 

n this analysis, we have used the data from the following experi-
ents: 

(i) QUIJOTE: We have used the low frequency QUIJOTE MFI 
1 and 13 GHz channels (MFI) (Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2022 ) due to
heir better signal-to-noise ratio. Although QUIJOTE has observed 
0 per cent of the sky there are regions with poorer sensitivity due
o the presence of artificial satellites and high atmospheric masses in
ome directions. Thus, in this analysis we have considered the mask
hown in Fig. 1 , as the observable sky. This mask (satband + NCP)
s described in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2022 ). 

(ii) WMAP: We have used the low-frequency Nine-Year WMAP 

 (22.8 GHz) and Ka (33.1 GHz) bands (Bennett et al. 2013 ). 4 

(iii) Planc k : We ha ve used the full set of Planck polarization maps,
.e. the low-frequency instrument (LFI) 30, 44, and 70 GHz frequency 

aps and the high-frequency instrument (HFI) 100, 143, 217, and 
53 GHz maps. We have obtained results from both PR3 5 (Planck
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
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ollaboration II 2020b ; Planck Collaboration III 2020c ) and PR4
Planck Collaboration LVII 2020f ) data releases. 

Before component separation analyses, the frequency maps are
ll convolved (taking appropriately into account the beam window
unction of each particular frequency map) with a common beam,
 Gaussian beam of full width at half-maximum (FWHM) = 2 ◦,
nd downgraded to the same resolution through spherical harmonics,
iven by the HEALPix parameter N side = 64. The procedure followed
s described below: 

(i) We calculate the spherical harmonics coefficients ( t 	 m , e 	 m , b 	 m )
sing the healpy routine map2alm . 
(ii) To convolve all channels with the same beam we multiply

he ( t 	 m , e 	 m , b 	 m ) by b 	 (2 ◦) p 	 (64) / ( b i,	 p 	 ( N side )), where b 	 ( α) is a
aussian beam window function whose FWHM is α, b i , 	 is the i th

hannel beam window function, and p 	 ( N side ) is the pixel window
unction at the resolution N side . 

(iii) We obtain the downgraded maps at N side = 64, applying the
ealpy routine alm2map to the new ( t 	 m , e 	 m , b 	 m ). 

Several combinations of the previous data sets have been tested.
ach configuration’s name is given by the ‘sum’ of the sets of maps

ncluded in the analysis. For example, the configuration composed
f PR4 channels in combination with WMAP’s K and Ka bands is
eferred as K/Ka + PR4, or MFI-QUIJOTE low-frequency channels
n combination with PR4 and WMAP channels is specified as

FI + K/Ka + PR4. 

.2 Instrumental effects 

eal data present different instrumental effects that need to be
ccounted for. F or e xample, an important contribution to the observ ed
ignal is the noise produced by the detectors of each experiment. A
roper characterization of the noise levels is key for component
eparation analyses. In this work, we have calculated the covari-
nce matrix among the frequency channels per pixel, required by
he parametric component separation method, using realistic noise
imulations specific to each instrument. Each experiment’s noise
imulations are obtained as follows: 

(i) QUIJOTE: We have used the correlated noise simulations
escribed in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2022 ). They account for the
/ f noise present in the maps, and the correlated noise component
etween 11 and 13 GHz. 

(ii) WMAP: We have generated a set of white noise simulations
sing the RMS noise per pix el pro vided by the WMAP collabo-
ation (Hinshaw et al. 2003 ). The RMS noise σ is calculated as
= σ0 / 

√ 

N obs . 
6 

(iii) Planc k : For PR3, we ha ve used the FFP10 simulations gen-
rated by the Planck Collaboration (Planck Collaboration I 2020a ).
n the case of the PR4, we have employed the noise simulations
escribed in Planck Collaboration LVII ( 2020f ). 7 

While the frequency channels of different experiments are un-
orrelated, there might be correlations between channels of a given
nstrument. This is the case for the 11 and 13 GHz low-frequency

FI channels. On the other hand, we have assumed no correlations
etween frequency channels for WMAP and Planck . Thus, for a
NRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 

 σ 0 and N obs are given in ht tps://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product /wmap/dr5/sk 
map info.html . 
 Simulations available at NERSC under 
global/cfs/cdirs/cmb/data/planck2020 . 

8

u
9

c

iv en pix el p , the Planck and WMAP frequenc y co variance matrices
re diagonal while QUIJOTE’s has non-zero off-diagonal terms. For
 given configuration, the covariance matrix is obtained as a block
atrix, where each block corresponds to the frequency covariance
atrix of each instrument included in that configuration. 
To obtain the e xperiments’ frequenc y co variance matrices, first

e pre-process the noise simulations in the same manner as the data
aps. Then, for Planck and WMAP, the diagonal terms are calculated

s the variance of the noise simulations at the corresponding pixel
or each frequency. Each pixel covariance matrix between QUIJOTE
1 and 13 GHz is calculated as the sample covariance matrix using
he values of the 11 and 13 GHz noise simulations at that specific
ixel. 
One test to verify that our covariance matrices are well estimated

s the following. We obtained a distribution of χ2 
n,i values as 

2 
n,i = n 

T 
i C 

−1 
i n i , (8) 

here n i is a noise simulated map 8 at the frequency i and C i is
he noise covariance matrix described above. The χ2 

n,i distributions
hould have the expected form with N pix degrees of freedom (dof).
his is consistent with the values obtained for Planck and WMAP.

n the case of QUIJOTE, the distribution deviates slightly from the
xpected N pix dof χ2 -distribution, since they are not end-to-end noise
imulations and hence not as accurate (see Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. 2022
or details). Ho we ver, as subsequent analyses will sho w, we find
hat when the astrophysical emission is included, the obtained χ2 

s correct as expected, i.e. in the regions where the model properly
xplains the data (outside the Galactic plane). Thus, QUIJOTE’s
oise simulations are accurate enough to perform scientific analyses.
We explored the possibility of including correlations among neigh-

ouring pixels within a 1 deg radius. 9 The smoothing process of the
aps induces noise correlations among different pixels and, although

his does not affect our pix el-by-pix el analyses, it can affect analyses
here we assume a uniform parameter value within one region.
herefore, for each pixel, we calculated the covariance matrix among

ts neighbouring pixels from noise simulations. Then we generated a
parse covariance matrix where the only non-zero values in each row
ere the diagonal element and the correlation with the neighbouring
ixels. In this case, the distribution does not follow a N pix degrees-of-
reedom χ2 distribution as one would expect. The recovered values
ere smaller than expected, more notably for Planck maps. This is a

onsequence of not having enough noise simulations, which prevents
s from obtaining a good characterization of the noise correlations.
herefore, we use the covariance matrices that do not take into
ccount possible noise correlations among neighbouring pixels in
he following. 

As explained in Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2022 ), in order to correct
esidual RFI signals emerging after co-adding all data in the map-
aking process of the QUIJOTE-MFI data, the polarization maps are

orrected using a function of the declination (FDEC). This correction
s equi v alent to applying a filter to QUIJOTE data, which remo v es
he zero mode in lines of constant declination. In Appendix C , we
tudied whether this correction affects the reco v ery of foregrounds
pectral parameters such as βs . We found that if only QUIJOTE
aps are filtered with FDEC the reco v ered βs map is biased in

egions such as the North Polar Spur. When all data maps are
 The noise simulations used in this test are different from the noise simulations 
sed to calculate the noise covariance matrices. 
 The pixels contained within this radius are the ones with the largest 
orrelations induced by the smoothing process. 

https://lambda.gsfc.nasa.gov/product/wmap/dr5/skymap_info.html
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Figure 2. Synchrotron spectral index (top row) and uncertainty maps (middle row) obtained after component separation with four different data sets. The 
synchrotron emission is modelled with a power law. Bottom row: Reduced χ2 map obtained for each data set. 
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ltered in the same way this bias disappears. Thus, for this analysis
e have filtered all signal maps with their corresponding FDEC 

unction. 
Another important instrumental effect arises from detectors having 

 finite bandwidth. This issue has to be taken into account when
ealing with foreground components whose amplitude varies within 
hat frequency band. This effect can be corrected by adding a 

ultiplicative factor, called colour correction, to the signal that 
epends on the spectral behaviour. We have used the fastcc 
YTHON code (Peel et al. in preparation; Genova-Santos et al. in 
reparation) to obtain the colour corrections of each experiment 
onsidered here. Therefore, our model for the sky signal presented 
n Section 2 is corrected as follows: 

 ν = X ν, cmb + 

X ν, s 

C s ( α, ν) 
+ 

X ν, d 

C d ( βd , T d , ν) 
, (9) 

here X is either Q or U , C s ( α, ν) is synchrotron colour correction
hose spectral behaviour is modelled as a power law with α = βs +
. The spectral behaviour of dust colour correction C d ( βd , T d , ν) is
ssumed to be a modified blackbody and it is determined by its βd 

nd T d parameters. The colour correction values are updated in each 
CMC iteration. 

 RESULTS  

n this section, we present the component separation products 
btained using the recently released QUIJOTE low-MFI data along 
ith the already available Planck and WMAP data. We have focused 
rimarily on the synchrotron spectral parameters since those are 
he parameters where a greater impro v ement is found (see Sec-
ions 5.1 and 5.2 ). Moreo v er, we show the reco v ered amplitudes of
he CMB, synchrotron and thermal dust and, compare them with 
hose obtained by Commander using PR4 data in Section 5.3 . 
n Section 5.4 , we present the spectral parameters of the ther-
al dust. Finally, we e v aluate the robustness of these results in 
ection 5.5 . 
.1 Synchr otr on spectral index 

he major impro v ement obtained from including the low-frequenc y
UIJOTE-MFI channels is having the sufficient sensitivity to study 

he synchrotron spectral index with great accuracy. Here, we have 
onducted a deep study on several aspects with regard to this
arameter. First, we have compared the recovered βs maps using 
ifferent combinations of the available data sets (Section 5.1.1 ). 
ection 5.1.2 studies the spatial variability of βs . Finally, we compare
ur results to the available βs models that are often exploited in
imulations used in CMB science forecasts in Section 5.1.3 . 

.1.1 Data sets 

e have obtained different βs maps from component separation 
nalyses using the four following data sets: WMAP K and Ka bands
ith PR4 ( K / Ka + PR4); QUIJOTE-MFI 11 and 13 GHz channels
ith PR4 (MFI + PR4); QUIJOTE-MFI 11 and 13 GHz channels,
MAP K and Ka bands and PR4 (MFI + K/Ka + PR4) and QUIJOTE-
FI 11 and 13 GHz channels, WMAP K and Ka bands and PR3

MFI + K / Ka + PR3). The results are shown in Fig. 2 . It is clear
rom the comparison of the synchrotron spectral index uncertainty 
aps obtained in the K / Ka + PR4 case (first column) with respect

o the MFI + K / Ka + PR4 case (third column), that the inclusion of
UIJOTE channels significantly impro v es the estimation of βs . 
oreo v er, we observ e that, outside the Galactic plane, the estimation

f βs is very close to the mean value of the prior set on this parameter,
n this case −3.1. In other words, the information contained in that
raction of the data, i.e. the likelihood, is very poor and the estimation
s driven by the prior. 

This impro v ement does not come from the inclusion of more
hannels, but from channels where the synchrotron contribution 
s larger. This is evident from the comparison of the results from
 / Ka + PR4 with respect to MFI + PR4, where the number of

requency channels is the same but the results are significantly better
or the latter. 
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
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M

Figure 3. Reduced χ2 , χ2 
red , obtained using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set versus the χ2 

red obtained using K/Ka + PR4 (left), MFI + PR4 (centre), and 
MFI + K/Ka + PR3 (right). The colour scale is related to the density of points; redder (bluer) corresponds to denser (sparser) regions. The orange rectangle 
shows the χ2 

red within a 95 per cent confidence region. The slope calculated with the points within this 95 per cent confidence region is m = 0.686 ± 0.004 
(left column), m = 0.732 ± 0.003 (centre column), and m = 0.731 ± 0.003 (right column), shown with a green dashed line. The orange dashed line shows the 
one-to-one line. The synchrotron emission is modelled with a power law. 
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Finally, we have compared also the results obtained with
FI + K/Ka + PR3 and MFI + K/Ka + PR4 (fourth and third columns,

espectively). In this case, the recovered uncertainty maps are
irtually the same but there are some distinct differences between
he βs maps that should be ascribed to changes in Planck maps. 

One of the advantages of using a parametric component separation
ethod is that we can e v aluate the goodness of the fit with certain

stimators. In this work, we use the reduced χ2 estimator, whose
alue at a given pixel p is calculated as 

2 
red ,p = 

1 

N dof 

∑ 

i∈{ Q,U} 
( d p,i − S p,i ) C 

−1 
p,i ( d p,i − S p,i ) , (10) 

here the sum is o v er all Q and U frequency channels, and N dof is
he number of dof. The bottom row of Fig. 2 shows the χ2 

red maps
btained for each data set combination. These maps show that our
efault model, i.e. a power law and a modified blackbody to model
he synchrotron and thermal dust emission, respectiv ely, pro vides
 good fit (low values of χ2 

red ) outside the Galactic plane. Within
he Galactic plane, this model is not able to capture all the physical
omplexity and the χ2 

red values are quite large. However, we note that
n this analysis we have considered statistical uncertainties but not
alibration errors, which in QUIJOTE are of 5 per cent . Apart from
he higher complexity of the Galactic plane emission, the higher

2 
red in this region could also be due, in part, to having neglected
alibration errors. 

We have also used the χ2 
red estimator to select the data set that is

sed as the default for further tests between the MFI + K/Ka + PR3
nd the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data sets, i.e. the only combinations that
nclude all the channels considered. In Fig. 3 , the χ2 

red obtained using
he MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set is plotted against the χ2 

red obtained
ith K/Ka + PR4, MFI + PR4, and MFI + K/Ka + PR3. The 95 per cent

onfidence regions are delimited by orange lines. These lines indicate
he χ2 values, from the reduced χ2 -distribution with N dof dof, 10 that
atisfy that the normalized area co v ered to their left is equal to 0.95.
e have also fitted the points within this confidence regions to a

traight line to determine which data set has more pixels with smaller
2 
red . If the slope is larger than unity, the data set on the horizontal
xis has more pixels with smaller χ2 . If the slope is smaller than
NRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 

0 The χ2 -distribution with N dof divided by N dof . 

b  

t  

c

nity, the data set on the vertical axis is the one which satisfies that
ondition. 

Although it is not clear from the left plot of Fig. 3 that data
et is better, the slope m = 0.686 ± 0.004 indicates that the

FI + K/Ka + PR4 data set provides a better fit. Moreover, the
/Ka + PR4 data set has larger uncertainties which can mask model

nconsistencies. On the other hand, from the middle plot of Fig. 3 ,
e observe that the inclusion of the K and Ka WMAP bands to

he MFI + PR4 data set impro v es the goodness of the fit. Finally,
omparing MFI + K/Ka + PR4 with MFI + K/Ka + PR3, we see that
R3 provides a better fit in the Galactic plane, while PR4 fits better
utside the Galactic plane (Fig. 2 ). Since the fit in the Galactic
lane is bad in both cases we have chosen the MFI + K/Ka + PR4
s our default data set, as it retrieves better fits within the
5 per cent confidence re gions (pix els outside the Galactic plane,
ig. 4 ). 

.1.2 Spatial variability 

e have also studied the spatial variability of the synchrotron spectral
nde x in sev eral high signal-to-noise re gions of the sky (see Fig. 5 ).
hese connected regions satisfy the condition that βs is estimated
ith a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 15. In particular, R1 is

ssociated with the North Polar Spur (NPS), and R2 encompasses
he Galactic plane. R3, R4, and R5 are other sk y re gions where the
olarized synchrotron intensity has a large signal-to-noise ratio. 
Fig. 6 shows the estimated synchrotron spectral index against the

ncertainty on the estimation of all the pixels within a given region.
e have limited this study to those pixels with a χ2 

red within the
5 per cent confidence region. The area delimited by the dotted lines
ontains the values that are consistent within 3 σ with the weighted
ean in each region. The top left-hand panel indicates that βs has
 large spatial variability across the whole available QUIJOTE-MFI
ky (QS). Therefore, a constant value of βs is not a good model of
he synchrotron emission. On the contrary, the R1, R3, R4, and R5
ixels values are well within those lines, i.e. a uniform βs value could
e a good model for all pixels within each region. Finally, R2 (the
op right-hand panel) shows a significant spatial variability which is
onsistent with the large heterogeneity observed in the βs map. 
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Figure 4. Synchrotron spectral index (top), its uncertainty (middle), and 
reduced χ2 (bottom) maps obtained after component separation with the 
default data set MFI + K/Ka + PR4. The synchrotron emission is modelled 
with a power law. 
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in Section 5.1.2 and R2, which encompasses the Galactic plane seen by 
QUIJOTE, is a very heterogeneous region. These regions satisfy that βs is 
reco v ered with a signal-to-noise ratio larger than 15. 
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11 Used for example in the Planck Sky Model (Ashdown et al. 2012 ), or in the 
Python Sky Model ( PYSM ) a PYTHON library to simulate foregrounds (Thorne 
et al. 2017 ). 
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The study of regions with uniform βs values helps with improving 
he detectability of primordial B modes. Allowing spatial variations 
f the spectral parameters at the pixel level results in a very robust
arametrization of the signal sky. Ho we ver, this robustness comes 
t the expense of an increase in the statistical uncertainty of the
arameters as less information is provided in the fit (Errard & 

tompor 2019 ). Thus, several approaches have been proposed in 
he literature to define sk y re gions with uniform spectral parameters.
 or e xample, in Errard & Stompor ( 2019 ), these regions are chosen
s super-pixels at a lower HEALPix maps resolution, whereas in 
rumitt, Jew & Dickinson ( 2020 ), the regions are obtained using

lustering algorithms such as the mean-shift clustering algorithm. 
ecently, Puglisi et al. ( 2022 ) has presented a new methodology
ased on spectral clustering to define geometrical affine regions with 
imilar spectral parameters. It is worth noting that if the assumption
f uniform spectral parameters within those regions does not hold, 
he modelling errors introduced might bias cosmological parameters 

easurements obtained from the output CMB map after component 
eparation, as well as foreground model parameters. 

We have calculated the value of βs in some of these regions
ssuming a constant value within each region. We have performed 
he fit in the following manner: 

(i) First, we fix βs to a given value and fit the rest of the model
arameters in each pixel of the region. 
(ii) Then, the rest of the parameters are fixed to the estimation

rom the previous fit, and we fit βs assuming a unique value in the
hole region under study. 
(iii) βs is fixed to the new obtained value and the process is

epeated until it reaches convergence. 

We have chosen the median of the βs values (obtained pixel- 
ise) within that region as the initial guess of βs . The results are

hown in Table 1 . Notice that the uncertainty on the reco v ered βs 

as dramatically decreased. This is simply a result of having N 

R 
pix 

the number of pixels contained within the region R ) times more
nformation to fit the parameter. The βs values reco v ered in each
egion (R1, R3, R4, and R5) are not consistent among them. These
esults further showcase the spatial variability of the synchrotron’s 
pectral parameter. 

.1.3 Comparison with current βs models 

n this section, we compare our βs map with the currently most
sed βs template, 11 the ‘Model 4’ Miville-Deschenes et al. template, 
hich was constructed with Haslam and WMAP observations in 

emperature (Miville-Desch ̂ enes et al. 2008 ). Fig. 7 shows the
istribution of the spectral index value for this model (blue) and for
ur analysis (orange), considering only those QUIJOTE-MFI pixels 
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
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Figure 6. Synchrotron spectral index estimate against its uncertainty within different sky regions: QUIJOTE-MFI sky (QS) (Fig. 1 ); R1, R2, R3, R4, and R5 
are shown in Fig. 5 . The solid, dashed, and dotted lines enclose the values of βs within 1 σ , 2 σ , and 3 σ of the weighted mean, respectively. The study is limited 
to those pixels whose χ2 

red lies within the 95 per cent confidence region. 

Table 1. Synchrotron spectral index estimation βR 
s and its uncertainty σ ( βR 

s ) 
obtained, assuming uniform value across the regions R1, R3, R4, and R5 
shown in Fig. 5 . 

Region f sky (per cent) βR 
s σ ( βR 

s ) 

R1 4.84 −3.028 0.002 
R3 0.96 −2.945 0.008 
R4 0.56 −3.319 0.011 
R5 0.21 −3.228 0.019 

Figure 7. Distribution of the synchrotron spectral index from ‘Model 4’ 
of Miville-Desch ̂ enes et al. ( 2008 ) and from our estimation using the 
MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set. Vertical dashed lines indicate the mean value 
for each distribution. 
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hat lie within the 95 per cent confidence region of the χ2 ( QS 95 ). In
he QS 95 region, the mean and the standard deviation from the ‘Model
’ of Miville-Desch ̂ enes et al. ( 2008 ) template are −3.00 ± 0.05
hile those from our estimate are −3.08 ± 0.13. It is interesting

o note that the variability observed in our analysis is significantly
arger. A direct comparison of the dispersion of both maps (using the
ame mask) indicates an increment of the spatial variability in our
tudy around a factor of 2.6, i.e. σ ( βMFI + K/ Ka + PR4 

s ) /σ ( βModel 4 
s ) ∼ 2 . 6.

One may wonder if this result can be affected by the considered
rior, since the estimated spectral indices for low signal-to-noise
ixels are significantly constrained by it (see Section 5.5.2 ). In order
o test this point, we have repeated the previous analysis considering
nly those pixels satisfying that the reco v ered βs values have a signal-
o-noise larger than 15 (i.e. where the synchrotron signal-to-noise
atio is high and thus the results are not driven by the prior) and lie
ithin the 95 per cent confidence region of the χ2 ( HS2N 95 ). In this

ase, we find that the mean value and dispersion of the distribution of
s are −3.12 ± 0.15 for our analysis (see green histogram in Fig. 7 )
ersus −3.00 ± 0.05 for ‘Model 4’ in the same region, confirming our
nding. Although our estimations can be affected by the presence of
oise, the results show that the variability of the synchrotron spectral
ndex assumed in current templates is underestimated. A similar
ncrement in the variability was also noted by analysing the S-PASS
ata in the Southern hemisphere (Krachmalnicoff et al. 2018 ). 
Recently, Weiland et al. ( 2022 ) published a composite map of βs ,

sing publicly available data co v ering approximately 44 per cent of
he sky. In the region covered in our study, they obtained βs estimates
n the Galactic plane and the North Polar Spur using information from

MAP K and Ka band, and estimates at latitudes larger than 40 ◦

sing K , Ka , and DRAO 1.41 GHz map (Wolleben et al. 2006 ). From
 visual inspection, our results are compatible within the North Polar
pur. We find that our derived spectral indices are steeper at the
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Figure 8. Top row: Synchrotron curvature estimate (left) and uncertainty (right) maps obtained after component separation using the default data set 
(MFI + K/Ka + PR4). The synchrotron emission is modelled using a power law with spatially varying curvature (pixel-wise). Bottom row: Reduced χ2 map (left) 
and c s signal-to-noise map (right). 
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alactic plane. Weiland et al. ( 2022 ) found discrepancies between 
he βs values obtained in the Fan Region when they performed the 
nalysis using WMAP K and Ka band versus WMAP K band and
lanck LFI 30 GHz channel. In the latter case, the reco v ered βs were
ignificantly steeper. We repeated our analysis excluding the PR4 
0 GHz channel and did not observe a discrepancy concerning the βs 

eco v ered from the default analysis in F an Re gion. This results from
he fact that the βs reco v ery is mainly driven by QUIJOTE-MFI data.
t high latitudes, we cannot make a reasonable comparison since our 
s estimates are driven by the prior. They also show that DRAO data
ave some unexplained systematics and can be affected by Faraday 
otation depolarization. 

Other studies, such as those presented in Vidal et al. ( 2015 ),
uskeland et al. ( 2014 , 2021 ), Martire et al. ( 2022 ), also find
ariability of the spectral index analysing different regions of the 
ky. Ho we ver, it is difficult to compare the same regions in our map,
ince they compute a global spectral index for large areas, while 
e work pixel by pix el. F or e xample, near the centre of the Galactic
lane we see a fair amount of structure that cannot be accounted for in
he T–T scatter plots analyses carried out in some of the cited papers,
hat use sev eral pix els to obtain a single βs value. In that sense, the

ethodology followed here is more complete given that we perform 

 full component separation in each pixel, retrieving information at 
maller scales for a large fraction of the sky. 

Rubi ̃ no-Mart ́ın et al. ( 2022 ) obtain an estimate of the synchrotron
pectral index map directly from the comparison of the QUIJOTE- 

FI 11 GHz map with the WMAP K -band map. The results obtained
here are fully consistent with the ones from this work. 

.2 Synchr otr on cur v ature 

e have also explored a synchrotron model with curvature, i.e. the 
odel presented in equation ( 3 ), using the MFI + K / Ka + PR4 data set.
ig. 8 shows the estimation and uncertainty maps of the curvature 
arameter as well as the χ2 map and the c s signal-to-noise map. 
red 
We observe from the signal-to-noise map that curvature is detected 
t more than 3 σ in the Galactic plane, in regions where the fit is not
ood as it can be seen from the χ2 

red map. Even though the inclusion
f a curvature parameter is not able to explain the complexity of
his region, this parameter can account for some effects along the
alactic plane, e.g. Faraday rotation. 
Outside the Galactic plane the estimated c s values are close to zero

nd their uncertainties are around 0.1, which are the expected value
nd the spread of the prior set on c s . Moreo v er, the reco v ered βs map
n this case is very similar to the one obtained when the synchrotron
s model with a power law. This means that we do not have enough
ensitivity to detect a spatially varying curvature. Hopefully, joint 
nalyses with future releases of the Northern celestial hemisphere 
ata like the new MFI2 instrument and C-BASS at 5 GHz (Jones
t al. 2018 ) might elucidate more details on changes of the power-
aw spectrum. 

In Fig. 9 , we compare the goodness of fit using a power law
ersus a power law with curvature as the synchrotron model. 
e see that there are more points located below the bisector.
esides, the slope 0.9227 ± 0.0005 calculated at the 95 per cent
onfidence region, shows that, given the current data, the power- 
aw model is slightly preferred o v er the power law plus curvature
odel. 
Furthermore, we have considered modelling the synchrotron emis- 

ion with a power law with uniform curvature. We have assumed a
onstant c s in four regions: RC1, RC2, and the Haze and North bubble
Fig. 10 ). The reco v ered curvature values are shown in Table 2 . RC1
ncompasses all the pixels whose χ2 

red is within 95 per cent confidence 
egion. RC2 is composed of the RC1 pixels that also satisfy that the
ynchrotron polarized intensity signal-to-noise ratio at 30 GHz is 
arger than 5. We detect curvature in all regions. The detection is

ore evident in RC1 and RC2, mostly due to the higher sensitivity
lower σ C ) in these re gions. Howev er, it is important to highlight
hat there is no physical reasoning behind the definition of RC1 and
C2, and the assumption of uniform curvature in all synchrotron 
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
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Figure 9. Reduced χ2 calculated using a power law as a model of the 
synchrotron emission ( χ2 

red , pl ) versus χ2 
red when the model is a power law 

with spatially varying curvature ( χ2 
red , plc ). The colour scale is related to the 

density of points, redder (bluer) corresponds to denser (sparser) regions. The 
red rectangle shows the χ2 

red within a 95 per cent confidence region. The slope 
at the 95 per cent confidence region is m = 0.9227 ± 0.0005, shown with a 
green dashed line. The orange dashed line shows the one-to-one line. 

Figure 10. Regions where c s has been assumed to be uniform. 

Table 2. Estimated values of the curvature and its uncertainty obtained 
assuming the curvature is uniform within the region. 

Region f sky (%) c R s σc R s 

∣
∣c R s 

∣
∣ /σc R s 

RC1 45 .48 − 0 .0797 0 .0012 63 .75 
RC2 5 .93 − 0 .2768 0 .0017 161 .57 
Haze 0 .94 0 .041 0 .010 4 .23 
North bubble 0 .63 − 0 .083 0 .007 11 .43 

Figure 11. Comparison between the pixel βs values obtained when fitting 
the synchrotron emission with a spatially v arying curv ature model ( y -axis) 
versus with a model with uniform curvature ( x -axis) in the regions RC1 and 
RC2 using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set. 
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12 Any curvature will be more easily detected in high signal-to-noise regions 
than in low signal-to-noise regions. 
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NRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
igh signal-to-noise regions is arbitrary. 12 In the Haze and North
ubble, we find a curv ature v alue dif ferent from zero at more than
 σ . These regions are studied in greater detail in Guidi et al. ( 2022 ).
We have studied how βs changes when we impose the constraint

f having a uniform c s value within each region. The results are dis-
layed in Fig. 11 . For RC2, we observe that βs steepens considerably.
he weighted mean value of βs in RC2 is <βs > = − 3.022 ± 0.011

n the pixel-wise analysis and, <βs > = −3.375 ± 0.002 when c s is
mposed to be uniform in RC2. For RC1, this effect is not as con-
iderable. The weighted mean values are <βs > = −3.079 ± 0.002
nd <βs > = −3.1651 ± 0.0014 when c s varies pixel-wise and
s uniform, respectively. The steepening of βs leads to values of
he exponent βs + c s log ( ν/ νs ) within [ −3.04, −3.10] at 11 GHz
hich are compatible with the average value of βs when we fit to
 power-law model. From these results, we infer that the βs and c s 
arameters are not independent. More sensitive data at the QUIJOTE
requencies and at lower and/or higher frequencies are required to
reak the de generac y. 
In order to test which model provides a better goodness of fit, we

alculate the reduced χ2 of a given region R as follows: 

2 
red , R = 

1 

N dof 

N R 
pix ∑ 

p= 1 

∑ 

I∈{ Q,U} 
( d p,i − S p,i ) C 

−1 
p,i ( d p,i − S p,i ) , (11) 

here we sum o v er all pix els N 

R 
pix within R . The dof are given as

 dof = N 

R 
pix (2 N − N θ ) when all model parameters are allowed to

ary pixel-wise, and N dof = N 

R 
pix (2 N − ( N θ − 1)) − 1 when c s is

ssumed uniform in the analysis, where N θ is the number of model
arameters. We calculated the value of this estimator in three cases:
i) when the model parameters are allowed to vary spatially using a
ower-law model for the synchrotron component, (ii) when the model
arameters vary from pix el-to-pix el using a power law with curvature
odel, (iii) when we fit the data assuming uniform curvature using
 power law with curvature model. The results are given in Table 3 . 
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Table 3. Reduced χ2 obtained using either a power law or a power law with 
curvature model in different regions, R . We have considered two curvature 
models: one where c s varies spatially (spatial) and other where c s is assumed 
constant in R . 

Model Curvature Region χ2 
red,R 

Power law – RC1 0.892 
Power law + curvature Spatial RC1 0.965 
Power law + curvature Uniform RC1 0.936 
Power law – RC2 1.010 
Power law + curvature Spatial RC2 1.088 
Power law + curvature Uniform RC2 1.081 
Power law – Haze 0.845 
Power law + curvature Spatial Haze 0.936 
Power law + curvature Uniform Haze 0.885 
Power law – North bubble 0.961 
Power law + curvature Spatial North bubble 1.041 
Power law + curvature Uniform North bubble 0.986 
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The χ2 
red results show that the models we used, i.e. power law and

ower law with curvature, are compatible with the data. However, 
here is not enough statistical significance to discern which model 
uits better the data. Especially, considering that we have not been 
ble to take into account possible correlations between pixels and 
hat the power law with curvature model is degenerate. 13 

.3 Reco v ered amplitudes and comparison with Planck results 

e have compared our baseline results, i.e. using the 
FI + K/Ka + PR4 data set and a power law as the synchrotron model,

o those obtained from the Commander pipeline (Eriksen et al. 2008 )
pplied to PR4 data. 14 We have only considered this pipeline among 
hose used by Planck , since it is the reference method with regard to
he reco v ery of fore ground components. In Figs 12 –14 , we show a
omparison of the CMB, the synchrotron emission at 30 GHz, and 
he thermal dust emission at 353 GHz between Commander and 
ur results. In order to perform a direct comparison we have filtered
ommander results with FDEC. The left column shows the Q and 
 Commander amplitudes, the centre column our amplitudes and 

he right column the corresponding uncertainties. A visual inspection 
hows that both estimates are very similar, especially the synchrotron 
nd thermal dust emissions that are the dominant contributions in 
olarization. 

.3.1 CMB 

egarding CMB, the left column of Fig. 15 shows the pixel-to-pixel 
omparison for the reco v ered CMB map from our analysis and from
ommander both in Q and U . We have applied a combination of

he QUIJOTE observ ed sk y and the common polarization confidence 
ask provided by the Planck Collaboration 15 (Planck Collaboration 

V 2020d ). 
We observe from the maps that there is a discrepancy. We 

ound that the application of the FDEC filter, before the component 
3 We considered applying other statistics such as the Bayesian evidence to 
o model selection. Ho we ver , since the QUIJO TE-MFI noise simulations are 
ot end-to-end and the Bayesian evidence is very computationally expensive 
e did not perform any model selection analysis. This is left for future work. 

4 Data available at NERSC under /cmb/daa/planck20 . 
5 Available at ht tps://pla.esac.esa.int /#maps . 

c
T  

s
r

1

F

eparation process, leads to a decrease of the amplitude in the power
pectra of our reco v ered CMB map. This power reduction appears
nly when Planck and WMAP are filtered with FDEC, since the
MB information is extracted mainly from those channels. Instead of 
pplying the FDEC filter, one could apply a filter that suppresses the
arge scales. This would be equi v alent to applying a linear function
o the CMB and there would not be a reduction of po wer. Ho we ver,
ince we want to study all scales we decided to apply the FDEC
lter. Since the aim of this work is the study of the foregrounds,
e keep the results obtained with all the data filtered with FDEC to

eco v er the βs map without any bias. One can in principle reco v er the
nbiased CMB following one of the approaches described below: 

(i) Perform the component separation analysis with- 
ut filtering the data with FDEC and including the 
DEC correction in QUIJOTE-MFI data as part of the 
odel; or 
(ii) Given the unbiased βs map 16 and Planck data, one can 

onstruct a template with the modes that QUIJOTE-MFI data are 
issing after being filtered with FDEC. Then perform the analysis 
ith the reconstructed QUIJOTE-MFI maps. 

Since the estimation of the CMB is out of the scope of this paper,
e leave this analysis for future works. 

.3.2 Synchr otr on 

ig. 16 shows the difference between the synchrotron amplitude 
aps obtained using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 and the Commander

econstruction using the PR4 data. The largest differences ob- 
erved are located in the Galactic plane where the model fails to
eproduce the sky signal. We also observe large-scale structures 
n the difference map. These structures can originate from the 
act that we have obtained a more accurate estimation of the
caling law, as our fit is performed using additional frequencies. 
o we v er, o v erall, the correlation between both methods is very
ood. 
This can also be seen in the centre column of Fig. 15 , where

 pix el-to-pix el comparison is giv en, showing that both methods
resent a synchrotron amplitude at 30 GHz highly correlated for Q
nd U except in some pixels where the synchrotron emission is very
arge. Those pixels are located primarily in the Galactic plane. These
iscrepancies are likely to arise from differences in the amplitude of
he polarized intensity instead of from differences in the polarization 
ngles. In Fig. 15 , we observe that both the slopes, in the Q and U
lots, are higher than unity. If the discrepancies were originated from
ifferences in the polarization angle, one slope would be higher than
nity and the other lower. 

.3.3 Dust 

egarding thermal dust emission, this foreground strongly dominates 
he 353 GHz Planck frequency map and, therefore, the reco v ered
mplitude is very much determined by this channel. This was also the
ase in the Commander analysis done by the Planck Collaboration. 
hus, our reco v ered Q and U components of the thermal dust are
trongly correlated with those obtained using Commander , see the 
ight column of Fig. 15 . 
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 

6 Obtained in the component separation analysis using the data filtered with 
DEC. 
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Figure 12. Left column: Commander Q (top) and U (bottom) CMB maps at N side = 64, smoothed with a Gaussian beam to a final resolution of FWHM = 2 ◦. 
Centre column: CMB Q and U maps using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set. Right column: Uncertainty of the CMB maps. Maps are in thermodynamic temperature 
( μK). We apply the common polarization confidence mask provided by Planck . 

Figure 13. Left column: Commander Q (top) and U (bottom) synchrotron amplitude maps at 30 GHz at N side = 64, smoothed with a Gaussian beam to a 
final resolution of FWHM = 2 ◦. Centre column: Our estimate of the synchrotron amplitude at 30 GHz, using the MFI + K / Ka + PR4 data set. Right column: 
Uncertainty of the estimated synchrotron amplitude. Maps are in antenna temperature ( μK). 
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.4 Dust spectral parameters 

lthough the frequencies of QUIJOTE-MFI do not o v erlap with the
pectral range where the thermal dust is more dominant, we have
tudied whether the inclusion of this data set in the analysis can help
ith the thermal dust characterization due to an impro v ement on

he determination of the rest of the polarized foreground parameters.
ig. 17 shows the thermal dust spectral inde x βd reco v ered with the
NRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 

i  
efault data set, modelling the synchrotron emission as a power law,
n two cases: 

(i) T d is included as a model parameter. 
(ii) T d is fixed to Commander ’s estimation of the thermal dust

emperature from the component separation analysis in intensity
Planck Collaboration 2016a ) like Commander did in their polar-
zation analysis. Fixing T d helps breaking its de generac y with βd in

art/stac3020_f12.eps
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Figure 14. Left column: Commander Q (top) and U (bottom) thermal dust amplitude maps at 353 GHz at N side = 64, smoothed with a Gaussian beam to a 
final resolution of FWHM = 2 ◦. Centre column: Our estimate of the thermal dust amplitude at 353 GHz, using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set. Right column: 
Uncertainty of the estimated thermal dust ampltitude. Maps are in antenna temperature ( μK). 

Figure 15. Comparison of CMB (left), synchrotron at 30 GHz (centre), and thermal dust at 353 GHz (right) amplitudes reco v ered using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 
data set and the ones obtained by Commander using PR4 data. The correlation factors are ρQ = 0.543 and ρU = 0.817 (CMB), ρQ = 0.992 and ρU = 0.973 
(synchrotron), and ρQ = 1.000 and ρU = 0.997 (thermal dust). 
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17 Notice that the uncertainty does not impro v e in the regions where the βd 

values are close to the mean value of the prior when we fix one parameter. 
The uncertainty in those pixels is the spread of the prior. 
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he Rayleigh–Jeans part of the thermal dust spectrum, which is the 
ne observed with Planck in polarization. 

In both maps, we find that the reco v ered βd values are close to
he expected value of the prior, i.e. 1.55, except close to the Galactic
lane where the thermal dust signal is larger. 17 The results differ
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
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Figure 16. Difference between the synchrotron amplitude a Q 

s ( a U s ) obtained 
with the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 and the Commander estimate, top row (bottom 

row). Maps are in antenna temperature ( μK). 
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Figure 18. βd (top row) and βs (bottom row) relative difference map between 
the maps obtained when we include T d as a model parameter and when we 
fix it. 
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ignificantly along the Galactic plane (see Fig. 18 ). This difference
riginates since our reco v ered T d map does not resemble the used T d 

emplate, as shown in Fig. 19 . We remark that although in the first
ase T d is estimated from the polarization analysis, the T d reco v ered
alues lie close to the expected value of the prior (22 K) except
long the Galactic plane where the fit is not good. Moreo v er, it is
NRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 

igure 17. Left column: Estimate (top) and uncertainty (bottom) of thermal dus
olumn: Estimate (top) and uncertainty (bottom) of thermal dust spectral index obta
s used to fix T d in the component separation process. 
ery difficult to fit T d from polarization data only, as the highest
requency is 353 GHz, and thus we are not able to trace the thermal
ust peak. 
In Fig. 18 , we show the relative difference between spectral index
ap of the thermal dust and synchrotron obtained when T d is included
t spectral index obtained when T d is included as a model parameter. Right 
ined when the T d template obtained by Commander in the intensity analysis 
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Figure 19. Top row: Thermal dust temperature map reco v ered in the default 
case. Bottom ro w: Dif ference map between the top ro w map and the T d 
template used in the analysis. Maps are in Kelvin. 
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Figure 20. βd relative difference map between the map obtained using the 
MFI + K/Ka + PR4 and the one obtained with K/Ka + PR4 data sets when we 
include T d as a model parameter (top row) and when we fix it (bottom row). 

Figure 21. χ2 
p distribution obtained using the default data set. The orange 

curve shows the theoretical χ2 probability density function with N dof = 13. 
The area to the left of the grey dashed line shows values within the 95 per cent 
confidence region. 
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s a model parameter and when it is fixed. The relati ve dif ference is
alculated as follows: 

̂ βp, 1 , 2 = 

βp, 1 − βp, 2 √ 

σ 2 
p,β1 

+ σ 2 
p,β2 

− 2 σp,β1 ,β2 

, (12) 

here σ 2 
β1 

( σ 2 
β2 

) is the variance of the β1 ( β2 ) map, and σβ1 ,β2 is the
ovariance between the β1 and β2 maps that are being compared. 
s expected from Fig. 17 the differences close to the Galactic plane

re significantly large in the case of βd . On the other hand, we find
hat, the βs maps reco v ered in both cases are compatible and the
ifferences resemble Gaussian noise except along the Galactic plane 
here the model fails. 
We also studied the relative difference between the βd map 

btained with the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 and K/Ka + PR4 data sets in
ig. 20 . The top panel shows the relative difference when T d is

ncluded as a model parameter and the bottom panel when T d is fixed.
e observed that both maps are compatible except in regions where 

he fit is not good. Moreo v er, when we compare the uncertainty maps
e find that there is not a significant impro v ement when we include
UIJOTE-MFI channels. Thus, we conclude that the impro v ement 

n the characterization of low-frequency foregrounds does not help 
ecessarily with the estimation of thermal dust spectral parameters. 

.5 Goodness of fit 

n this section, we study in depth the quality of the results obtained
sing the default data set. In Section 5.5.1 , we analyse the χ2 

istribution of the results as well as the Q and U residuals of each
hannel. Section 5.5.2 investigates the robustness of our results 
egarding the estimation of the synchrotron spectral index with 
espect to the prior applied to this parameter. 
.5.1 χ2 distribution and residuals 

e have studied the pixel χ2 distribution obtained from the fit using
FI + K/Ka + PR4 (see Fig. 21 ): 

2 
p = N dof · χ2 

red . (13) 

oreo v er, we hav e also calculated the residuals per channel involved
n the analysis: 

 p,ν = 

( d p,ν − S pν) 

σp,ν

. (14) 
MNRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
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M

Figure 22. Q and U residual maps for each frequency channel at N side = 64. Maps are displayed in thermodynamic temperature ( μK). 
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n the perfect scenario, residuals maps are consistent with instru-
ental noise alone. Therefore, they are a valuable tool to look

or either systematic effects or mismatches in the foreground 
odelling. 
First of all, we recall that the number of dof for this analysis is

3 [11 channels × 2 ( Q and U ) minus 9 free parameters]. We find
 χ2 

p 〉 = 14 . 3 and σ = 8.9 slightly larger than what is expected for the
heoretical number of dof. Fig. 21 shows that the χ2 

p values follow
 χ2 -like distribution, whose peak lies close to N dof = 13. Ho we ver,
here is an excess of pixels at large values of χ2 with respect to the

2 
N dof 

distribution. That excess appears since there are pixels where
he model is not able to track the true sky emission, mainly in the
alactic plane. Thus, those pixels are highly inconsistent with this
2 distribution. 
Fig. 22 shows the Q and U residuals maps of every frequency

hannel from the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set. We find that Planck and
MAP residuals maps are reasonably consistent with the expected

oise except along the Galactic plane. The residuals in this region are
 consequence of an incorrect modelling of the sky as we saw in the
2 
red maps. For the MFI channels we observe that the largest residuals
re located in compact regions along the Galactic plane. We observe
n the 11 GHz U channel a redder region in the NPS’s closest part
o the Galactic centre. This re gion o v erlaps with the area where we
btain a better goodness of fit if Faraday rotation effects are taken
nto account (see Fig. B2 in Appendix B ). Furthermore, artefacts that
esemble the FDEC morphology are present in MFI 13 GHz. 

In light of these tests, we are confident of the results obtained in
hose pixels that are properly modelled by our assumed parametric
odel. The pixels outside the confidence region are located mainly

n the Galactic plane, probably because our model fails to account
or the complexity of this region. It would be convenient to study
hese regions in more detail with more complex models. Ho we ver,
he aim of this work is to study the diffuse components and the
tudy of specific regions has been conducted in other works (Watson
t al. in preparation; Ruiz-Granados et al. in preparation; Guidi et al.
022 ). 
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T  
.5.2 Robustness with respect to the prior 

s previously stated, the use of prior information is essential in
ayesian analysis, helping with convergence and computational time

eduction. Besides, when the data do not have enough sensitivity, i.e.
here is not enough information to obtain a reliable estimation of
he spectral index, the prior tends to provide a value close to the
ean value of the distribution. In other words, a conservative value

s assigned to the spectral index in those pixels. Thus, in order to
etect which pixels are prior dependent, we have also performed
omponent separation using two additional Gaussian priors on βs ,
 ( −3 . 1 , 0 . 6) and N ( −3 . 0 , 0 . 3). The βs estimation and uncertainty
aps with these new priors are shown in Fig. 23 together with those

btained with the prior used in the default analysis (left columns). 
Comparing the results using the default prior, i.e. N ( −3 . 1 , 0 . 3),

ersus a less restrictive prior, i.e. N ( −3 . 1 , 0 . 6), we observe that
he uncertainty on the reco v ered βs increases at the prior-dominated
ixels. On the other hand, in those regions where the synchrotron
mission is very intense the uncertainty remains the same. Likewise,
he estimated βs in the latter pixels are very similar whereas the
ther pixels are visually different. The βs distribution of the pixels
utside the low-uncertainty regions are compatible with the prior
istribution. This is the reason why the estimated values are different
nd the spread is larger when the prior is relaxed. 

When we use a prior with a different expected value, i.e.
 ( −3 . 0 , 0 . 3), but equal standard deviation we obtain a similar

ncertainty map. The estimated βs is almost the same in the low-
ncertainty regions, i.e. the high-intensity synchrotron regions. How-
ver, a flatter spectrum (closer to −3.0 instead of −3.1) is recovered
utside those areas. This is more evident from the bottom panel of
ig. 24 where the difference between the βs map estimated with

he default prior and the N ( −3 . 0 , 0 . 3) prior is shown. Outside the
egions where the synchrotron emission is the largest, the difference
s close to −0.1 which is the difference between the expected value of
he priors. In other words, when there is not enough information from
he data the reco v ered βs is close to the expected value of the prior.
his is an advantage of using prior information, since it assigns a
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Figure 23. Synchrotron spectral index estimate (top row) and uncertainty (bottom row) obtained using different Gaussian prior distributions and the default 
data set (MFI + K/Ka + PR4). The synchrotron emission is modelled as a power law. 
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i.e. N ( −3 . 1 , 0 . 3), and the one obtained using an alternative prior, see Fig. 23 . 
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onserv ati ve v alue to the spectral index instead of unphysical v alues
r simply failing to perform the fit. 

 C O N C L U S I O N S  

n this work, we have presented the component separation products 
n polarization obtained from combining the QUIJOTE-MFI data 
t 11 and 13 GHz, with the WMAP K and Ka bands and all Planck
olarized channels. We have seen that the inclusion of the QUIJOTE-
FI data is crucial to impro v e the parameter estimation of the

ow-frequenc y fore grounds, in particular for the estimation of the 
ynchrotron spectral index. 

We have obtained the first detailed βs map of the Northern Celestial 
emisphere at a scale of 2 ◦, assuming the synchrotron emission is
odelled as a power law. This model represents well the data except

n the Galactic plane where the physics might be more complex. 
e find, using the pixels whose χ2 

red lies within the 95 per cent
onfidence region, an average value of −3.08 and a dispersion of
.13. The latter is broader than the dispersion of commonly used βs 

emplates. Moreo v er, we hav e found that the spectral inde x is not
ompatible with a uniform value, i.e. there are statistical significant 
ifferences of βs across the observable sky. 
We have also modelled the synchrotron emission as a power law 

ith curvature. The pixel-based analysis of the curvature shows that 
 s is only detected in some regions in the Galactic plane where the fit
s bad. When we assume a model with uniform curvature in RC1 (the
egion that includes all pixels whose χ2 

red is within the 95 per cent
onfidence region for the power law with curvature model) we found 
 c s = −0.0797 ± 0.0012. We found that both models, i.e. power law
nd power law with uniform curvature, provide a good fit given the
v ailable data. Ho we ver, there is not enough statistical significance
o distinguish which model is better. A more thorough study is left
or future work. 

We found that our reco v ered synchrotron and thermal dust maps
re highly correlated with the maps presented by the Planck collab- 
ration using Commander , even though we found some large-scale 
ifference between the synchrotron emission maps that arise from 

etter estimation of the SED due to the addition of more frequency
hannels. On the other hand, we reco v ered a CMB with less power
hen we use the filtered K , Ka , and PR4 with FDEC. Since our

nalysis focuses on the characterization of foregrounds, we keep the 
esults obtained with the filtered maps. Ho we ver, as commented in
ection 5.3.1 an unbiased CMB map can be reco v ered following
ther approaches. 
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We have also performed different analyses to test the validity
f our results. First, we found that our results are compatible with
 χ2 distribution in those pixels where the power-law model fits
ell the data. Furthermore, we have calculated the normalized

esiduals of the pixels with an acceptable goodness of fit of all
requency channels and they are all consistent within the 3 σ level.
inally, we have e v aluated the robustness of the estimated βs 

arying the prior imposed in this parameter. We found that the
stimations in the high signal-to-noise synchrotron areas are prior
ndependent, while outside these regions the prior go v erns the βs 

stimation. 
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PPENDI X  A :  I NDEPENDENT  Q A N D  U 

Y N C H R  OTR  O N  SPECTRAL  I N D E X  

n order to test the assumption of having the same βs in both Q
nd U , we fit Q and U signals independently. Fig. A1 shows the
pectral index, the uncertainty of the spectral index as well as the
educed χ2 maps obtained from the three independent fits using the 

FI + K/Ka + PR4 data set. We infer from the χ2 
red maps that the fit

utside the Galactic plane is better when Q and U are fitted together.
hen we fit just U we observe that the goodness of fit impro v es

ignificantly in the Galactic plane. Ho we ver, this ef fect is due to the
ow signal-to-noise ratio in that area, not due to a better modelling
f the signal. 
The βQ 

s and βU 
s maps are distinctly different. The βQU 

s map 
esembles more the βQ 

s map. This is expected, since Q has more
ignal than U in Galactic coordinates. That is also the reason why
he uncertainty on the reco v ered βs is smaller when we fit just Q
ompared to U . Ho we v er, in those re gions where σβU 

s 
is smaller than

β
Q 
s 

, i.e. regions where U has more signal than Q , the βQU 
s values

btained are closer to those of βU 
s . This is clearly seen in Fig. A2

here the relative difference between βQU 
s with respect to βQ 

s (top 
ow) and βU 

s (bottom row) is shown. The largest differences shown 
n the top (bottom) panel are located in regions where the signal-to-
oise ratio is larger in U ( Q ). On the other hand, the relative difference
ecreases significantly in the regions where the uncertainty on βQ 

s 

top) or βU 
s (bottom) is smaller. 
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econd row) obtained after component separation using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 
are the same spectral index, while the centre and right columns depict the Q 

 for each case study considered. The synchrotron emission is modelled as a 
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M

Figure A2. Relati ve dif ference map between the βs map obtained when we 
assume the same βs in both Q and U , and βs reco v ered from the fit with just Q 

(top) and just U (bottom). The synchrotron emission is modelled as a power 
law. 
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Figure B1. Relati ve dif ference map between the βs map from the inde- 
pendent Q and U fit using the MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set (top), and using 
the MFI(FR) + K/Ka + PR4 data set (bottom). The synchrotron emission is 
modelled as a power law. 

Figure B2. Difference map between the χ2 
red obtained with the 

MFI + K/Ka + PR4 data set with respect to the χ2 
red , FR obtained with 

MFI(FR) + K/Ka + PR4 data set. In both fits, we have assumed that Q and 
U share the same spectral indices. The synchrotron emission is modelled as 
a power law. 
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PPENDIX  B:  FA R A DAY  ROTAT I O N  

e have also studied the significance of the difference between the
Q 

s and βU 
s maps, see the top row of Fig. B1 . The discrepancies larger

han 3 σ are concentrated in the Galactic plane, close to the Galactic
entre. This could be a tracer of Faraday rotation. If Faraday rotation
s non-negligible at QUIJOTE frequencies, there will be a difference
etween the polarization angles at QUIJOTE frequencies and those
t WMAP/ Planck frequencies. This yields a βQ 

s map different from
U 
s due to the bias introduced by the change in angle. That bias is
easonably cancelled out when combining both Q and U to obtain a
ingle index. 

We have studied the possibility of correcting the Faraday rotation
ffect in the QUIJOTE MFI maps using the model from Hutschen-
euter et al. ( 2022 ). The rotation of the polarization plane experienced
ue to the Faraday Rotation effect can be described by 

φ = RM λ2 , (B1) 

here λ is the wavelength and RM is the rotation measure. We use
he RM map estimated by Hutschenreuter et al. ( 2022 ) to calculate
he rotation angle maps at 11 and 13 GHz QUIJOTE frequencies.
hen, QUIJOTE Q and U maps at a giv en frequenc y ν are de-rotated
s follows: 

Q FR 

U FR 

)
ν

= 

(
cos (2 φν) − sin (2 φν) 
sin (2 φν) cos (2 φν) 

)
ν

(
Q 

U 

)
ν

, (B2) 

he variance of the de-rotated Q FR and U FR is 

2 
Q FR 

= cos 2 (2 φν) σ 2 
Q 

+ sin 2 (2 φν) σ 2 
U 

+ 4 [ sin (2 φν) Q + cos (2 φν) U ] 2 σ 2 
φ, (B3) 
NRAS 519, 3504–3525 (2023) 
2 
U FR 

= sin 2 (2 φν) σ 2 
Q 

+ cos 2 (2 φν) σ 2 
U 

+ 4 [ cos (2 φν) Q − sin (2 φν) U ] 2 σ 2 
φ. (B4) 

Therefore, we have repeated the same analysis but using the
FI(FR) + K/Ka + PR4 data set, where MFI(FR) indicates that the
UIJOTE 11 and 13 GHz maps have been de-rotated using the angle
btained from the Hutschenreuter et al. ( 2022 ) model, to correct any
ossible mismatch due to the Faraday Rotation effect (see the bottom
ow of Fig. B1 ). 
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igure C1. Relative difference map between the βs template used in the 
imulation and the βs map from the fit using the simulated data with an
DEC filter applied to all maps (top), and an FDEC filter applied only to
UIJOTE-MFI frequencies (bottom). 

We compare these maps (Fig. B1 ) with the different map between
he reduced χ2 map ( χ2 

red ) obtained with the MFI + K/Ka + PR4
ata set with respect to the reduced χ2 ( χ2 

red , FR ) obtained with 
FI(FR) + K/Ka + PR4 data set shown in Fig. B2 . The sky regions
here the absolute value of the relative difference ̂ βQ ( FR ) ,U ( FR ) is 

maller than ̂ βQ,U are correlated to those regions where the χ2 
red , FR 

s smaller than χ2 
red (reddish regions) and vice versa (bluish regions). 

his result suggests that Faraday rotation might be playing a role in
ome of the significant differences areas observed between βQ 

s and 
U 
s . 

PPENDIX  C :  FUNCTION-OF-DECLINATION  

O R R E C T I O N  SIMULATIONS  

e studied using simulations if the application of a function-of- 
eclination (FDEC) filter to QUIJOTE-MFI maps biases the βs map 
btained from component separation. We generated sky simulation 
aps with the following components at the QUIJOTE-MFI 11 and 

3 GHz, K and Ka, and PR4 frequencies: 

(i) CMB: Generated as Gaussian random samples using the power 
pectra obtained from CAMB (Lewis & Challinor 2011 ) with 
he latest Planck cosmological parameters (Planck Collaboration 
020e ). 
T

(ii) Synchrotron: Generated using the s1 model of the Python Sky 
odel ( PYSM ; Thorne et al. 2017 ). 
(iii) Thermal dust: Generated using the d1 model of the PySM. 
(iv) Realistic noise simulations: For each experiment, we use the 

nes described in Section 4 . 

All components are either generated or downgraded to N side = 512.
hen the components maps are added and we apply the corresponding 
DEC filter to each signal map. Finally, all maps are downgraded to
 side = 64 and smoothed with a Gaussian beam of FWHM = 2 deg

ollowing the procedure described in Section 4 . 
We perform the component separation analysis in two scenarios: (i) 

hen only the QUIJOTE-MFI frequency signal maps are filtered, and 
ii) when all maps are filtered. Fig. C1 shows the relative difference
equation 12 ) between the βs map reco v ered from the component
eparation analysis and the βs template (equation 12 taking into 
ccount that the uncertainty of the template map is set to zero, σβs 

=
). We find that when only QUIJOTE-MFI channels are filtered 
bottom panel) the relati ve dif ferences are larger in regions such as
he North Polar Spur or the R3 region than when all maps are filtered.

oreo v er, in those regions the βs relative differences are larger than
 σ with respect to the template. In the case when all maps are filtered
top panel), these biases are reduced significantly. 
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